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a b s t r a c t

Measuring network connectivity under grid-based deployment in 3D space is a challenging problem in

wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Solving such a problem becomes an even more intricate task with

realistic deployment factors such as placement uncertainty and hindrances to wireless communication

channels. While much work has been published on optimizing connectivity, only a few papers have

addressed such realistic aspects which cause severe connectivity problems in practice. In this paper, we

introduce a novel grid-based deployment metric, called Average Connectivity Percentage in order to

characterize the deployed network connectivity when sensor placements are subject to random errors

around their corresponding grid locations. A generic approach is proposed to assess and evaluate the

proposed metric. This generic approach is independent of the grid-shape, random error distributions,

and different environment-based channel characteristics. We apply the generic approach in two

practical deployment scenarios: the grid-based deployment with bounded uniform errors and with

unbounded normal errors. In both cases, the average connectivity percentage is computed numerically

and verified via extensive simulations. Based on the numerical results, quantified effects of positioning

errors and grid edge length on the average connectivity percentage are outlined.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Grid-based deployments (Moro and Monti, 2011) have been
widely used in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to achieve
significant improvements in terms of the network coverage and
connectivity (Moro and Monti, 2011; Turjman et al., 2011). Such
deployments can effectively limit the 3D search space of the
sensor candidate positions by placing the sensor nodes on well-
organized vertices, in regular lattice structures. These vertices can
be organized in different structures (e.g., cubes, octahedrons,
pyramids, etc.) in the 3D space to provide more accurate esti-
mates in terms of the spatial properties of the measured
data (Turjman et al., 2005). In addition, the grid deployment
becomes necessary when sensor nodes are expensive and their
operation is significantly affected by their positions. Such deploy-
ments can have a wide range of applications, such as aircraft
health monitoring, pollution and CO2 flux monitoring, forest fire
detection, and gigantic redwood trees monitoring (Turjman et al.,
2005 and Bai et al., 2005). However, these applications may have
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several deployment challenges in practice such as placement
uncertainty and communication irregularity, and may be very
critical and require real-time interaction as in the ability to
immediately respond to natural disasters (Jahir et al., 2009 and
Younis et al., 2008). Therefore, connectivity between the deployed
sensor nodes on the grid and the system sink is of utmost
importance to ensure the timeliness delivery of the measured
data, and thus, numerous research papers have focused on how to
maximize the network connectivity and/or to maintain it as a
functional constraint during the network deployment planning
(Wang et al., 2007). In this research, we quantify the grid-based
deployment connectivity and show how resilient it is while
assuming practical deployment challenges in the aforementioned
applications.

Connectivity in the context of wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) is measured by the minimum number of independent
paths between every pair of nodes in the deployed network, and
this metric is called k-connectivity (Wang et al., 2009). With
k-connectivity, where kZ2, sensor nodes have a better chance to
stay connected with the base station (system sink). Nevertheless,
this metric may not be accurate in practice where deployed nodes
are subject to positioning errors and other practical challenges.

Practical deployment planning in WSN applications is a chal-
lenging problem for three main reasons: (1) placement uncer-
tainty, (2) communication range irregularity and (3) 3D setups
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(Kotz et al., 2003). Placement uncertainty could occur because of
timing errors in the placement, inaccurate distance estimation,
and unexpected changes in location due to weather conditions
such as rain and wind, and wildlife disturbing the deployed
nodes. Errors due to human mistakes and low-accuracy deploy-
ment strategies, which are used for cost effectiveness, would also
amplify the physical placement uncertainty.

Communication irregularity in WSN applications stems from
natural and/or man-made obstacles in the terrain such as trees,
walls, mountains, cliffs, etc., in addition to extreme weather
conditions in outdoor applications, which may affect the propa-
gated signals (Hashim and Stavrou, 2006). Different power levels
of the received signal may be observed at different positions, even
when these positions are equally distanced from the transmitter
(Ryoo and Kim, 2011). Assuming a regular shape for the commu-
nication range is hence not plausible in practice. Flat and
obstacle-free terrains are also highly unlikely in outdoor applica-
tions. Consequently, significant efforts have focused on modeling
irregular radio propagation and noisy communication channels in
the past few years (Hashim and Stavrou, 2006). However, only a
few of these efforts have been applied in the presence of
placement uncertainty.

Moreover, in certain applications, the vertical position of the
sensor node is as important as the longitude and the latitude of its
placement. In these applications, a 3D network deployment is
required. For instance, in monitoring the gigantic redwood trees
in California, some experiments required sensor placements at
different heights on these trees spanning a range of several tens of
meters (Tolle et al., 2005). There is also increased interest in 3D
environmental applications such as CO2 flux monitoring and
imagery, where sensors are placed at different vertical levels to
fulfill the monitoring coverage and accuracy requirements. It is
worth mentioning that there are some attempts towards the 3D
deployment. As an example, authors in Ref. (Ravelomanana, 2004)
studied the effects of sensing and communication range on
connectivity in 3D space. While grid-based deployment in 3D
space has been used in various applications and several attempts
targeted the 3D connectivity, the average connectivity of the grid
when probabilistic communication models and placement uncer-
tainties are assumed has not been investigated yet. Considering
properties of the grid connectivity during the deployment plan-
ning will result in more efficient design decisions in terms of the
required grid-edge length and the maximum range of errors the
grid can tolerate to satisfy specific connectivity requirements.
Consequently, unnecessary cost (extra useless nodes) and traffic
overhead (unnecessary retransmissions) can also be reduced in
the designed sensor network which is assumed to be cost and
energy constrained.

To this end, in this paper, we examine connectivity properties
of the 3D grid-based deployment under communication irregu-
larity and placement uncertainty in accordance with (Kotz et al.,
2003). We assume deployed nodes are subject to random errors in
physical positioning. In addition, we assume a probabilistic
communication range, which has an arbitrary irregular shape in
3D space (due to the presence of obstacles, and signal attenuation
and reflection).

The major contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) we
provide a solid analytical derivation for the node positioning
errors and the communication range irregularity on the grid, (2)
we explore a more practical connectivity setting for the deployed
sensor nodes by considering their placement in the 3D space, (3)
assuming such practical aspects of the deployment, we propose a
generic approach to evaluate the average connectivity in 3D grid-
based deployments and this approach is applicable to various grid
shapes and different kinds of random error distributions, and (4)
based on the proposed approach, other design problems, such as
the maximum allowed placement error and maximum grid-edge
length to satisfy a connectivity requirement, are also addressed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
outlines the related work. Section 3 describes the practical
communication and error models assumed in this paper. A
generic approach to measure node connectivity in grid-based
deployments is proposed in Section 4. In Section 5, we verify the
correctness of the proposed approach through simulation results,
in addition to analyzing practical design issues of the grid-based
deployment through numerical results, and finally, we conclude
this paper in Section 6.
2. Related work

In grid-based WSN deployments, practical errors can affect the
coverage and/or connectivity of the grid. The coverage of the grid
has been extensively studied in the literature and several
approaches have been explored to overcome its experienced
problems. In addition, structural properties of the grid have been
investigated in order to solve coverage problems before their
occurrence. In Ref. (Moro and Monti, 2011), triangular grid-based
deployment for coverage, when sensor placements are perturbed
by bounded random errors around their corresponding grid
vertices, is studied. The random errors are modeled by uniform
displacements inside error disks of a given finite radius on a 2D
plane. The average coverage of the sensing field is derived
as a function of the length of the grid edges and the radius of
the random error disks. It was shown how resilient the grid
coverage is to different random error distributions in the sensor
displacement.

Extensive work has also been applied to overcome connectiv-
ity problems and failures in grid-based deployments. Nonethe-
less, the majority of this work is proposed to repair connectivity
problems after their occurrence either by using node redundancy
(Wang et al., 2009; Tarng et al., 2009) or node mobility (Erman
et al., 2008; Kulkarni and Ozturk, 2011; Tamboli and Younis,
2010). Node redundancy (Wang et al., 2009) is used to overcome
disconnected networks. Redundant nodes, which are not being
used for communication or sensing, are turned off. When the
network becomes disconnected, one or more of the redundant
nodes is turned on to resume the network connectivity. In Ref.
(Abbasi et al., 2009), a distributed recovery algorithm was devel-
oped to address k-connectivity requirements, where k is equal to
1 and 2. The idea was to identify the least set of nodes that should
be repositioned in order to re-establish a particular level of
connectivity. One shortcoming of this technique is the require-
ment for extra nodes which may not be cost effective in certain
applications. Also, when some redundant nodes fail, it may no
longer be possible to repair the network connectivity. Meanwhile,
node mobility can also be used to maintain the network con-
nectivity (Erman et al., 2008). Typically, mobile nodes are relo-
cated after deployment to carry data between disconnected
partitions of the network. Providing mobility-aware connectivity
management decisions with limited overhead, has also been
considered recently in (Bellavista et al., 2009). However, relocat-
ing nodes without considering grid-connectivity properties and
characteristics can have severe effects on the direction of move-
ment and the choice of the most appropriate node to be moved.

Although the above techniques aid in repairing connectivity
problems, they do not address the sources of these problems.
Our work presents a different approach towards addressing
connectivity problems, which is also complementing the work
of the aforementioned techniques. This approach aims at addres-
sing key sources behind connectivity problems and predicts a
better deployment planning in grid-based WSNs. Unlike the
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aforementioned techniques, we propose a measuring metric for
connectivity properties in practice and under realistic scenarios
such as inaccurate node positioning, and communication irregu-
larity. Thus, more efficient connectivity planning and mainte-
nance can be achieved without the use of redundant nodes and/or
expensive mobility-dependent techniques. Consequently, a care-
ful consideration of the proposed metric would eliminate the
majority of undesired connectivity problems and costly repairs
while the wireless sensor network is in process.
3. System models

In this section, specific models for the assumed communica-
tion irregularity and placement errors along with the utilized
network model are detailed.

3.1. Network model

In this paper, a flat network architecture in which all of the
deployed (sensor) nodes are of the same type and have the same
communication range is assumed. The sensor nodes have a fixed
and limited transmission range, and communicate periodically
with the base station in a multihop fashion. Topology of these
sensor nodes is modeled as a graph G¼(V, E), where V is the set of
nc candidate grid vertices, and E is the set of edges in the graph G.
We remark that the deployment of sensor nodes in this research
is independent of the underlying medium access control (MAC)
protocol. We assume a transmission rate limit Tr for each node
during a single time unit (measured in hours). This limit can be
adjusted to comply with any MAC protocol. Fig. 1 depicts the 3D
grid model assumed in this paper, where the grid edge length is
supposed to be proportional to the theoretical sensor nodes
transmission range r. We remark that our deployment planning
is applicable for other types of grid models, not only the cubical
one. On the cubic grid model, each sensor node (SN) is placed on
the closest vertex to the phenomenon of interest for more
accurate estimates in terms of the spatial properties of the
collected data. The base station placement is based on the
application requirements in a fixed position and it is the data
sink for the system. Next we seek a mathematical formula that
quantifies the connectivity level between the deployed sensor
nodes and the system sink (base station (BS)). However, this work
is not limited to single base-station networks as we will see in
Section 4.
Fig. 1. An arbitrary shape of the communication range in 3D space.
3.2. Communication model

In practice, the signal level at distance r from a transmitter
varies depending on the surrounding environment. These variations
cause an irregular communication range (Fig. 1), and are captured
through the so called log-normal shadowing model. According to
this model, the signal level at distance r from a transmitter follows
a log-normal distribution centered on the average power value at
that point (Ross, 2010). Mathematically, this can be written as

PdðdÞ ¼ Ps�PlossðdÞ ¼ Ps�Plossðr0Þ�10nlog
r

r0

� �
þw, ð1Þ

where Ps is the transmission power, Plossðr0Þ is the path loss
measured at reference distance r0 from the transmitter, n is an
environment dependent path loss exponent, and w is a normally
distributed random variable with zero mean and variance s2, i.e.,
w�N ð0,s2Þ. With the aid of this model, the probability of successful
communication between two nodes separated with a distance r can
be calculated as follows. Assume Pmin is the minimum acceptable
signal level for successful communication between a source S and a
destination D separated by distance r. The probability of successful
communication is r S,D½ � ¼ Prob½Pd rð ÞZPmin�. After some mathema-
tical manipulations, r S,D½ � can be written as

r S,D½ � ¼Q
Pmin�Ps�Plossðr0Þ�10nlogðr=r0Þ

s

� �
, ð2Þ

where Q ð�Þ is the Q-function defined as Q ðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p

R1
x e�t2=2dt.

Thus, the probabilistic connectivity r is not only a function of
the distance separating the sensor nodes but also a function of the
surrounding obstacles and terrain, which can cause shadowing
and multipath effects (w). The ability to communicate between
two wireless devices is defined as follows:

Definition 1. (Probabilistic Connectivity): Two nodes (devices)

separated by a distance d are probabilistically connected with a

threshold parameter t (0rtr1), if r Zt.

3.3. Placement uncertainty models

Based on the utilized deployment technique, device placement
uncertainty can be either bounded or unbounded. In bounded
uncertainty, positioning errors are expected to be within a
predetermined range. In contrast, the range is unpredictable in
unbounded placement errors. Bounded errors may have various
random distributions including bounded normal, bounded uni-
form, etc. Similarly, unbounded errors may have various distribu-
tions such as the uniform and normal distribution. For simplicity,
and without loss of generality, bounded uniform and unbounded
normal errors are assumed in this paper.

3.3.1. Bounded uniform errors

Assume the deployed device is placed incorrectly at any point
inside a bounded error sphere Eg of radius R surrounding the
targeted grid vertex. Since the communication range in reality has
the arbitrary shape depicted in Fig. 1, the following Lemma holds.

Lemma 1. Every surface in 3D space is a set of infinite spherical
sub-surfaces.

Proof. With reference to (Seggern, 2007), assume S is any surface
in the 3D space. M is a point that belongs to S. Since all points
which belong to a spherical surface have an equal distance
(radius) r to a single point called the sphere center, the spherical
surface becomes a point when r goes to zero. Hence, every point
in the 3D space represents a sphere of radius r (¼0). Conse-
quently, every point M belongs to the surface S is a sphere of
radius r (¼0). The total number of spheres constructing the



Fig. 2. Spheres constructing the curved surface of the arbitrary shape in 3D space.

Fig. 3. Deployed devices are placed within an error sphere Eg which intersects the

communication sphere of the device placed at u.

Fig. 4. Cross-sectional circles of the spheres Ou and Ex in a 2D plane.

2 y¼ cos�1 1� R2

2r2

� �
.
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surface S decreases as more sets of adjacent (non-separated)
points which belong to a single sphere surface are found. &

Now, using Lemma 1, we can assume that the arbitrary shape
in Fig. 1 is constructed by a set of spheres as depicted in Fig. 2.
These spheres vary in number and size from one arbitrary shape
to another. To calculate the probability of communication
between the deployed device and its neighbors, assume e denotes
the event that a device at vertex u of the grid is connected to the
device placed in the error sphere Eg. Assume the completed
sphere surface of the intersecting sub-surface with sphere Eg is
Ou in Fig. 3, where Ou is the largest sphere surrounding the node
placed at vertex 12 in Figs. 1 and 2.

We point out that the adopted log-normal shadowing model,
in Section 3.2, gives the irregular communication range shape
experienced in practice. However, just up to a relatively close
distance from the transmitter (rr) we can assume that connec-
tivity is guaranteed (Takahara et al., 2007). This guaranteed
communication range is indicated by the sphere centered at
vertex 12 in Fig. 2 and called Ou in Fig. 3.

Then, the probability of e is equal to probability of vertex u

being separated from the deployed device in Eg by a distance less
than or equal to r. This is satisfied if the deployed device is placed
within the intersection of the sphere Ou centered at u, and the
error sphere Eg centered at the grid vertex g. As a result,

P eð Þ ¼ volumeðEg\OuÞ

4pR3
ð3Þ
3

Assuming that x axis is passing through the centers of Ou and
Eg , and y axis is passing through the center of Ou, we introduce the
following Lemma.

Lemma 2. Intersection volume between the error sphere and the
sphere of the intersecting arbitrary sub-surface is given by

volume Ex\Ouð Þ ¼ p
Z rcos y

r�R
½R2
� x�rð Þ

2
�dxþ

Z r

rcos y
ðr2�x2Þdx

" #
ð4Þ

Proof. Assume a schematic drawing of Ou and Eg in a 2D plane as
depicted in Fig. 4. The intersection volume in Fig. 3 is then
generated by rotating the two shaded areas A and B, in Fig. 4,
1801 around the x axis. Hence,

volume Ex\Ouð Þ ¼ volumeAþvolumeB ð5Þ

In order to calculate the volumes generated by A and B, we

integrate the corresponding equations of circles O0u and E0g from a

to b and from b to c, respectively. Since the equation of a circle of

radius i centered at point (h, k) is

i2 ¼ ðx�hÞ2þðy�kÞ2 ð6Þ

Assuming O0u is centered at the point of origin and E0gis centered

at (x,0), we get

volume Ex\Ouð Þ ¼ p
Z b

a
½R2
� x�rð Þ

2
�dxþp

Z c

b
ðr2�x2Þdx ð7Þ

where a¼ r�R, b¼ rcos y and c¼ r. Therefore, the intersection

volume in Fig. 3 is equivalent to the volume in Eq. (4).&

As the volume of the intersecting spheres has a closed form
proposed in Lemma 2, we can efficiently compute P eð Þ for any grid
vertex g and its neighboring vertices in the presence of bounded
errors. The following theorem is a direct result from Lemma 2.

Theorem 1. If device placement is subject to uniform bounded
random errors, then2

P eð Þ ¼
p
R rcos y

r�R ½R
2
� x�rð Þ

2
�dxþ

R r
rcos yðr

2�x2Þdx
h i

4
3pR3

ð8Þ
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3.3.2. Unbounded normal errors

In this section, we assume independent trivariate normal
errors in 3D space, around the targeted grid vertex (as the error
is unbounded, there is no specific radius for the error sphere).
We assume that the error distribution has a mean of zero and is
spherically symmetric in 3-axis Cartesian coordinates, centered at
the grid vertex. Hence the Probability Density Function (PDF) is

f x,y,zð Þ ¼
1

ð2ps2Þ
3=2

e�ðx
2þy2þ z2Þ=2s2

ð9Þ

where s2 is the variance. In order to calculate the probability of
connectivity between a sensor node placed at the point (u,v,q) and
another sensor node placed inaccurately at (x,y,z)3 and separated
by a distance di, assume e denotes the event that these two
sensors are connected. Then, the probability of connectivity
between these two sensors, when they are subject to random
normal errors, is given by

P eð Þ ¼

ZZZZ
Pc di,w
� �

f x,y,zð Þdwdxdydz ð10Þ

By plugging Eqs. (2) and (9) into Eq. (10), we obtain the
following form of the probability of event e:

P eð Þ ¼

ZZZZ
K

ð2ps2Þ
3=2

e�ððx�xiÞ
2
þðy�yiÞ

2
þðz�ziÞ

2
Þ=2s2

e�wdg=2

i dwdxdydz

ð11Þ

where,ZZZ
R3

1

ð2ps2Þ
3=2

e�ðx
2þy2þ z2Þ=2s2

dxdydz¼ 1 ð12Þ

The form in Eq. (11) can be further simplified by completing
the square and solving the integrand for a specific value of the
path loss g(¼2), obtaining

P eð Þ ¼

Z
K

1þ2ws2
e
�w u�xið Þ

2
þ v�yið Þ

2
þ q�zið Þ

2ð Þ
1þ 2ws2 dw ð13Þ

Based on Eq. (13), P eð Þ decreases dramatically as the distance
between the grid vertices increases and the surrounding environ-
ment becomes more crowded by obstacles. Accordingly, we
achieve the following theorem.

Theorem 2. If the device placement is subject to unbounded
random normal errors, then the probability of two sensor nodes,
deployed on adjacent vertices on the grid, being connected to
each other is calculated by Eq. (13).
4. Quantifying the grid connectivity

Grid-based deployment in 3D space has been used in various
WSN applications. Nevertheless, more efficiency in quantifying
the grid connectivity is required, especially when communication
irregularity and placement uncertainty are assumed.

4.1. Generic approach

In this section, we propose a generic approach to derive the
average connectivity percentage of the deployed sensor nodes on
the 3D grid with various types of placement errors including
random bounded and unbounded errors. We first state two
definitions that we use in the derivation.

Definition 2. (Neighboring Set): The set of sensor nodes placed on

grid vertices and connected to a common vertex at the center via a
3 The point (x,y,z) is located anywhere beside the targeted grid vertex (xi,yi,zi).
single grid edge. Each node of this set is not included in any other

neighboring set.

Note that the number of vertices (sensor nodes) in a neighboring
set depends on the grid shape. For example, in a cubic grid a single
neighboring set will have six vertices as shown in Fig. 5.

Definition 3. (Neighboring Set Connectivity): The percentage of

sensor nodes in a single neighboring set, which can communicate

with the sink node via single or multiple hops.

In the following, we derive the connectivity of a single
neighboring set (V) mathematically. Suppose we have N sensor
nodes distributed on the 3D grid vertices and each sensor node
has a probabilistic communication range as shown in Fig. 1. Let Cj

denote the percentage of V, centered at vertex j, being connected
to at least one node xi. Assume xi is a sink node, or a sensor node
connected to the sink node via single or multiple hops. Then, the
neighboring set connectivity is the expectation of Cj and is
calculated by

E Cj

	 

¼
X

V

1

v
p uð Þ ð14Þ

where p(u) is the probability that the node at vertex uAV is at
least connected to xi and v is the number of neighboring grid
vertices in the set V (e.g., v¼6 in cubic-grid). Let ei (where i is the
vertex index on the 3D grid and may have a value from 1 to N,
inclusive) denotes the event that the node at vertex u is con-
nected to xi under random possible errors (bounded/unbounded)
in placement. Then we have, p uð Þ ¼ P \N

i ¼ 1ei

� �
. Using the addition

rule [23], we have

p uð Þ ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

P eið Þ�
X

i,j:io j

P ei\ej

� �
þ

X
i,j,k:io jok

P ei\ej\ek

� �
þ . . .þ �1ð Þ

Nþ1P \
N

i ¼ 1
ei

� �

ð15Þ

and using the multiplication rule [23], we get

p uð Þ ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

P eið Þ�
X
io j

P ei9ej

� �
P ej

� �
þ

X
i,j,k:io jok

P eið ÞP ej9ei

� �
P ek9ei\ej

� �
þ . . .eh

þ �1ð Þ
Nþ1P e1ð ÞP e29e1

� �
P e39e1\e2

� �
P e49e1\e2\e3

� �
::PðeN9e1\e2\::\eN�1Þ

ð16Þ

where P eið Þ is calculated from Eqs. (8) and (13) in Theorems 1 and
2 for random bounded and unbounded errors, respectively. And
P ei9ej

� �
, which is the probability of the node placed at vertex u

being connected to xi given that it is connected to xj under
random possible errors, is determined based on the utilized
deployment technology. For example, if we are using an airplane
to drop the sensor nodes on their specified locations, then, based
on the speed and wind directions we can estimate the value
P ei9ej

� �
. However, this is not the usual case in deterministic grid-

based deployment, where ei is often independent of ej (i.e.,
P ei9ej

� �
¼ P eið Þ), as will be presented subsequently. We remark

that in typical grid deployments, even with random errors, a
given sensor node at vertex u will be connected with a non-
negligible probability only by those sensors that are the closest to
u (i.e., neighboring set of u). Conversely, the probability of being
connected to sensors not in the neighboring set of u may be taken
to be negligible. Therefore, many terms in Eq. (16) can be safely
set to zero. By computing the summation of Eq. (16), for all uAV ,
over v as noted by Eq. (14), we achieve the single neighboring set

connectivity. To evaluate the grid connectivity, we compute the
Average Connectivity Percentage (ACP) of the deployed network.

Definition 4. (Average Connectivity Percentage ACP): The arith-

metic average of all neighboring sets on the grid is the average

connectivity percentage of the deployed WSN.



Fig. 5. An example of a single neighboring set in cubic grid. The neighboring set of

the centered node at vertex 14 consists of 6 sensor nodes distributed at vertices 5,

11, 13, 15, 17, and 23.
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Assuming Ns is the total number of neighboring sets of the
deployed grid, the arithmetic average is

Arithmatic Average¼

PNs

j ¼ 1 E Cj

	 

Ns

ð17Þ

We remark that this ACP definition is applicable even in the
presence of multiple sink nodes, where the ACP is computed by
averaging the individual sink’s ACPs.

Theorem 3. All of the deployed sensor nodes are connected to the
sink node if and only if the ACP is equal to one.

Proof. To prove by contradiction, assume that the ACP is equal to
one and not all sensors are connected to the sink node. Then,
there is at least one sensor which is not connected to the sink.
Based on Definition 3, there will be at least one neighboring set
with average connectivity less than one. Hence, using Definition
4, the ACP of the grid is not equal to one which contradicts the
assumption.&

In order to illustrate the proposed generic approach further,

consider the following example.

Example 1: Assume a single system sink and 34 sensor nodes

(i.e., N¼34) placed on grid vertices as shown in Fig. 6. Let all sensor

nodes be placed exactly on the grid vertices and, for simplicity,

apply the fixed binary communication disk used in [9] such that

the grid edge length is less than or equal to rd. In this case, we have

5 neighboring sets (i.e., Ns ¼ 5Þ centered at vertices 32, 44, 63, 92,

and 84. In each neighboring set, v is equal to 6. In order to calculate

the ACP of the deployed nodes in Fig. 6, the expected connectivity

percentage of each neighboring set is examined. Starting by the

sink neighboring set centered at vertex 63, we can see how all of

the neighboring nodes of the sink (positioned at vertices 58, 64, 68,

62, 38, and 88) are connected to the sink directly because they are

within its range. Hence, p(u) of the sink neighboring nodes is equal

to 1 and the expected connectivity percentage E C63½ � of the

neighboring set centered at the sink is equal to 100%. Similarly,

by examining the connectivity of the neighboring sets centered at

vertices 32, 44, 92, and 84, we find that all of their nodes are

connected via single or multiple hops to the sink node. As a result,

their expected connectivity percentages will always be equal to
100% and thus, the ACP calculated in Eq. (17) will be equal to one as

stated in Theorem 3.’

Based on Example 1, we can see how resilient the grid-based
deployment is to connectivity failures. For instance, the percen-
tage E C63½ � will stay 100% even if the communication channels
between the sink node and its neighbors placed at vertices 38, 58,
68, and 88 in Fig. 6 are not available. This is due to the ability of
the nodes placed at these vertices to reach the sink node via the
sensor nodes placed at vertices 62 and 64. In addition, assuming
all possible paths between one of the sensor nodes placed on the
grid and the sink node are disconnected, the overall ACP con-
nectivity of the deployed grid-based network will stay very high
based on Eq. (17). It is worth noting that the connectivity degree
of the cubic grid deployment proposed in Example 1 is equal to
six for all sensor nodes except those at the grid boundary where
the connectivity degree becomes equal to one. Therefore, dense
deployment is required at the grid boundary for a better con-
nectivity degree. Although this example considers ideal grid
deployment, it describes the core idea of our generic approach
and provides an upper bound on the grid connectivity.

4.2. Theoretical analysis

In Section 4.1, we proposed the generic formula that evaluates
the ACP of the grid. This formula is applicable to several deploy-
ment scenarios, in which the deployment errors occur simulta-
neously and they may be dependent and/or independent based on
the accuracy of the utilized instruments and technologies in the
deployment process. Accordingly, in this section, we examine the
ACP of the grid when the events ei (i¼1,...,N) are mutually
exclusive and the deployment errors are assumed independent.
Assuming that the events are mutually exclusive can further
simplify Eq. (15) as follows

p uð Þ ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

P eið Þ ð18Þ

Nevertheless, this assumption is not accurate in practice as the
deployed sensor node is most often connected to several other
nodes at the same time. Hence, the events ei are not mutually
exclusive except for a very specific case where every deployed
sensor node is connected to only one node. On the other hand,
deployment errors occur, usually, independently in grid-based
deployments due to the placement of each sensor node on the
associated grid vertex in an individual manner. Assuming that the
deployment errors (bounded/unbounded) are independent means
that the e events are mutually independent. And thus Eq. (16) is
reformulated as follows

p uð Þ ¼
XN

i ¼ 1

P eið Þ�
X

i,j:io j

P eið ÞP ej

� �
þ

X
i,j,k:io jok

P eið ÞP ej

� �
P ekð Þþ . . .þ �1ð Þ

Nþ1
YN
i ¼ 1

PðeiÞ

 !

ð19Þ

For the following discussion, we will assume that the deploy-
ment errors are independent, and will therefore use Eq. (19) to be
plugged in Eq. (14), and thereafter in Eq. (18).
5. Discussion & numerical results

In this section, we assess the performance of grid-based
deployments in terms of average connectivity (ACP) in the
presence of bounded uniform and unbounded placement errors.
In both cases we validate our approach using MATLAB simulation
results. Then, we discuss properties of the grid connectivity based
on some numerical results which have been validated through
extensive simulations, as well.



Fig. 6. Schematic drawing for the grid-based deployment in Example 1.
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We simulate 1000 deployment instances which are randomly
generated on the vertices of a cubic grid, and hence v¼6. The grid
vertices are distributed in a 900n900n200 (m3) space. As the
distance separating the adjacent vertices is equal to the theore-
tical transmitting range r (¼100 (m)), each simulated deployment
can have up to 109 sensor nodes (i.e., N¼109) with only one base
station (i.e., flat topologies are assumed). Random bounded and
unbounded errors are applied on these sensor nodes while they
are placed on grid vertices. A Linear Congruential random number
generator is used to distribute up to 109 sensor nodes in the 1000
deployment instances, in addition to generating random errors in
the placement coordinates. Based on experimental measurements
(Rodrigues et al., 2007), we set the communication model
variables and simulator parameters to be as follows: g¼2,
Pmin¼�104 (dB), t¼60%, Tr¼64 (byte/hr), and nc¼110 (vertex).
And the w random variable in Eq. (2) is assumed to be a mean of
0 and variance of 10. Each simulated experiment is repeated 1000
times and the average results hold a confidence interval no more
than 2% of the average at 95% confidence level. Three main
parameters are used in this simulation: (1) the error sphere
radius R, (2) the variance of the normal errors s2, and (3) the
grid edge length L. We chose these parameters as they are key
factors in reflecting the range of bounded and unbounded place-
ment errors, and have the major effect on the required average
connectivity (ACP) of the grid-based deployment.

We use three main performance metrics: (1) the average
connectivity percentage (ACP), (2) the maximum grid edge length,
and (3) the maximum displacement error. The ACP reflects the
grid-connectivity property under varying placement errors and
indicates the efficiency of the deployment plan, as well. The
maximum grid edge length is a measurement of the farthest
distance separating sensor nodes placed on two adjacent vertices.
It is the most influential factor in the design of the grid shape
and dimensions. The maximum displacement error is used to
reflect the reliability of the deployed grid-based network under
practical placement uncertainty. It indicates the maximum
allowable error in the placement to satisfy specific connectivity
requirements.

5.1. Grid connectivity with bounded uniform errors

In this scenario, the ACP of the deployed sensor nodes is
evaluated as a function of the error sphere radius R and the length
of the grid edge L. We first study how the radius of the error
sphere impacts the average connectivity. Fig. 7 depicts the impact
of R on the ACP with L values varying from 80 to 100 (m) and R

values varying from 10 to 40 (m). The results from the theoretical
derivations in Section 4 and from the simulations match very
well, and hence the correctness of our general approach is
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validated. In addition, we observe how the increase in the radius
of the error sphere degrades the grid’s ACP. As the grid edge
length increases, the grid ACP decreases, as well. This is because
of the distance consideration in the probabilistic connectivity
model considered in this article. Furthermore, we have observed
that having a non-zero error sphere radius may not significantly
affect the ACP as long as the grid edge length is short enough. This
is because the highest ACP values are achieved with the shortest
tested edge length (L¼80). Fig. 7 shows a very appealing feature
of the grid-deployment: the network ACP is rather resilient to
random bounded errors. As an example, when L¼80 and Rr40
(m), the ACP is no less than 80% of the ideal connectivity
generated with R¼0. In addition, the ACP at different L values
monotonically decreases with R for the considered probabilistic
communication r. This is a useful characteristic to solve for the
maximum R allowed for a given L and a given connectivity
requirement. For example, if the required ACP is 80% of the ideal
connectivity calculated by the error free grid deployment, and L is
90 (m), the maximum R should not be greater than 30 (m). Note
that when L¼100 (m), the ACP cannot reach 95% no matter how
small R is.

We next investigate how the grid edge length L impacts the
ACP in cases where R is set to 10, 20, and 30 (m). We vary
the value of L from 75 to 100 (m) in each experiment. The ACP of
the deployed nodes as a function of L is then depicted in Fig. 8.
From that figure, we can conclude that as the placement uncer-
tainty is increasing (from 10 m to 30 m) the average connectivity
is decreasing. This assures the undesirable effects of placement
errors on connectivity as we claimed earlier in this research.
Moreover, and as shown in Fig. 8, the average connectivity is a
monotonically decreasing function of L. This assures the effects of
the communication irregularity on the average connectivity. That
is because as the distance between the transmitter and the
receiver (L) is increasing the connectivity is degraded, although
this distance (L) is still within the theoretical communication
range r (¼100 m) of the communicating devices. Also, this
characteristic can be used to solve another practical problem
concerning finding the maximum L for a given R, in order to
satisfy a specific ACP requirement.

In reference to Fig. 8, we solve this problem when the required
ACP is 85%, 80% and 75% and the results are plotted in Fig. 9. Note
that while R increases, the maximum L for the multiple ACP levels
decreases. This decrease is expected in order to maintain the
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Fig. 10. The average connectivity percentage vs. the variance of the normal

distribution for varying grid-edge lengths.
required ACP level while the error sphere radius R is increasing.
Again, results from theoretical derivations in Section 4 and from
simulations match very well in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, and hence the
correctness of the proposed approach is validated.

5.2. Grid connectivity with unbounded normal errors

In this scenario, the ACP of the grid is determined by the
variance s2 of the normal distribution and the length of the grid
edge L. Fig. 10 depicts the impact of s2 on the ACP with L values
varying from 80 to 100 (m) and s2 values varying from 0 to 6.
Again, numerical results obtained from the generic approach in
Section 4 match very well with the simulation results, and hence
the correctness of our approach is again validated in case of
unbounded placement errors.

In accordance with Fig. 7, Fig. 10 shows a positive feature of
the grid-deployment that the network ACP is also rather resilient
to random normal errors. For example, when L¼80 (m), the ACP
only drops from 96% to 94% when s2 increases from 0 to 2. The
ACP of the grid-based deployment is also a monotonically
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decreasing function of s2, and this is a useful characteristic to find
the maximum s2 allowable for a given L and a given connectivity
requirement. In reference to Fig. 10, Fig. 11 plots the maximum s2

as a function of L. We observe that for ACP equal to 90% the
maximum variance should not be more than 3.5 and the grid edge
length should not exceed 80 (m). In case of ACP equal to 80%, the
maximum variance can reach 4.7 and 2 for L¼80 and L¼90 (m),
respectively. Hence, the highest error variance is a decreasing
function of L. This is expected in order to maintain the required
ACP level while the grid-edge length L is increasing.

We also study how the distance L impacts the ACP in cases
where s2 is set to 0, 2, 4, and 6, by varying the value of L from 80
to 100 (m). The ACP of the grid as a function of L is presented in
Fig. 12. Unsurprisingly, the ACP of the grid decreases when the
grid edge length increases although this distance (L) is still within
the theoretical communication range r (¼100 m) of the commu-
nicating devices. This assures the effects of the communication
irregularity on the average connectivity even with a non-uniform
placement error. As the variance s2 increases, the grid ACP
decreases, which supports our observation in Fig. 11. Also, it
assures the undesirable effects of placement errors on connectiv-
ity as we claimed earlier in this research. The ACP of the sensing
field is a monotonically decreasing function of L and this char-
acteristic can be also used to describe the maximum L for a given
s2 and a given ACP requirement.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we characterize properties of the grid connec-
tivity and analyze its behavior in real life scenarios, where the
node placement is subject to human/machinery mistakes and the
communication range is subject to unexpected circumstances
that may affect its shape in the 3D space. Thus, the key sources
of connectivity failures and problems are addressed. To this end,
we propose a generic approach to quantify the average connec-
tivity of the 3D grid under practical random errors in placement
and communication.

This approach is applicable to a multiplicity of random error
distributions and different grid shapes. We applied the generic
approach to normal and uniform distributions of errors in place-
ment with the assumption of an arbitrary 3D shape for the
communication range. Numerical results obtained from the pro-
posed approach demonstrate how resilient grid-deployment is to
random placement errors and unpredictable (probabilistic) com-
munication ranges. We also demonstrate how to use this research
in order to analyze and describe some practical planning issues,
and therefore provide a solid guideline for practical grid-based
deployment efforts. We can find the maximum allowable place-
ment uncertainty for a given grid-edge length and a given
connectivity requirement. Conversely, we can address another
practical problem concerning finding the maximum grid-edge
length for a given placement uncertainty, in order to satisfy a
connectivity requirement.

This research can efficiently facilitate the deployment design
for realistic connectivity-oriented wireless sensor networks as
well as complementing other research efforts made to overcome
connectivity problems after their occurrence. We characterize the
properties of connectivity and analyze its behavior in real life
scenarios, where the node placement is subject to human/
machinery mistakes and the communication range is subject to
unexpected circumstances that may affect its shape in the 3D
space. Thus, the key sources of connectivity failures and problems
are addressed. It has been shown that the grid-based deployment
is resilient against the key sources of connectivity problems.
We therefore advocate adopting this deployment method when-
ever possible in practice.

Future work could investigate the resilience of the grid con-
nectivity under other hindering conditions, such as node failures
that could occur due to physical damage or limited energy.
Another promising direction is studying the effects of temporary
hindering conditions, such as mobile obstacles, on the grid
connectivity. Also of practical interest is investigating the proper-
ties of grid deployment under varying node transmission ranges
and/or energy levels.
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